世纪文都教育科技集团

2021 考研英语复试自我介绍十大模板
考研复试英语自我介绍范文 1 ( For the On-Job Candidates)
Respected Professors，Good afternoon! I'm great honored to meet you here.
I'm ，26 years old ，born in city ，http://Province.In the year of ，I entered University，majoring in Machincal
Designing and Producing. During those 4 years'study，I worked hard and I was always active in various activities. I
gained the first scholarship for four times and I joined the Communist Party at the college.
However，with time going on ，the more I experienced， the clearer I realized that I'm really interested in the
Enterprise Management .I find many enterprises have the problem of an unmatched management to its
developing speed . I'm eager to learn more about management and I hope I can study further in this University.
So I resigned in August ， 2008 and started the way to pursuing my studies. After about half year's hard work，
I'm finally standing before your honorable professors now. I'm really excited. Though I've sacrificed much on my
way to pusuing studies， I believe it's worthwhile. I believe working hard will finally be prepared. Thank you !
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Good morning， everyone! I am glad to be here for this interview. First， let me introduce myself to you. My
name is Li Ming. I was born on April 23， 1981. I am a local person. I am graduating from University this June. I
major in Chinese literature. I hope I could get the opportunity to finish my postgraduate courses in Peking
University which I have desired for a long time. I have the confidence because I have such ability! I am a girl who is
fervent(热情的)， outgoing and creative. At the same time， I think I am quick in mind and careful in everything. I
am looking forward to my postgraduate studies and life. I will soon prove that your decision of choosing me is the
wisest. Thank you for giving me such a valuable opportunity!
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Good morning/afternoon， my dear teachers (my dear professors)。 I am very glad to be here for your
interview. My name is ___.I am ___ years old. I come from _______， a very beautiful city. My undergraduate period
will be accomplished in _______university in July， 2009. And now， I am trying my best for obtaining a key to
________ University.
Generally speaking， I am a hard-working student. I will try my best to finish it no matter how difficult it is.
When I was sophomore， I found web design very interesting， so I learned it very hard. To weave a homepage for
myself， I stayed with my personal computer for half a month， and I am the first one in my class who own his
homepage. Furthermore， I am a person with great perseverance. During the days preparing for the first
examination，I insist on running every day，no matter what the weather was like. And just owning to this，I could
concentrate on my study and succeeded in the end.
Well， in my spare time， I like basketball， tennis and Chinese chess. Also， English is my favorite. I often go
to English corner to practice my oral English on every Thursday， and write compositions to improve my written
ability. But I know my English is not good enough， I will continue studying.
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Ok， that‘s all， thank you for your attention.
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Good morning， everyone! I am glad to be here for this interview. First， let me introduce myself to you. My
name is Qin Jiayin. I was born on April 23， 1981. I am a local person.I am graduating from Jilin Normal University
this June. I major in Chinese literature. I hope I could get the opportunity to finish my postgraduate courses in Jilin
University which I have desired for a long time. I have the confidence because I have such ability! I am a girl who is
fervent， outgoing and creative. At the same time， I think I am quick in mind and careful in everything. I am
looking forward to my postgraduate studies and life. I will soon prove that your decision of choosing me is the
wisest. Thank you for giving me such a valuable opportunity!
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Good morning， teachers， I am honored to be informed to have this interview.
Introduce yourself
First let me introduce myself， my name is XX， 23 years old， and David is my English name. I am
open-minded， easy to adapt， compatible with my friends， and willing to help others.
Do you have any hobbies?
In my spare time， I like reading books， collecting cards and coins， playing volleyball， communicating with
friends， and so on.
I also like English very much， I am fond of watching English films and listening to English songs， I passed
College English Test Band six in September，2003，I do believe there is still a long way for me to learn English well
enough， however I will not shrink back， Because I realize that English is a bridge connected our country with the
outside world. Learning English is the most direct and available method for intercourse among countries and also
useful for us to get advanced knowledge and technology from other nations.
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Good morning：
My name is XX， you can also call me Eason，I have such an english name just because the pronunciation of
it is like my chinese name. I graduated from this university last year， and major in computer science， I liked
computer very much， especially in multimedia technology， and wanted to make some achievement in this field，
but when I finished my school.
Well， in my spare time， I like soccer， pop music， and stamp， being a soccer fan， I always show my love
to Manchester United and Ryan Giggs is my favorite. I also like English very much， and had passed Band six this
year， but I do think it‘s still a long way to study it， so I wouldn’t give up my English studying， and improve
my oral and listening ability.
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So that‘s all， thank you.
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Good afternoon， teachers.
I am very glad to be here for this interview. First let me introduce myself. My name is abc，25 years old. I come
from Weifang， a beautiful city of Shandong Province. I graduated from Commercial College in July， 2001 and
major in finance. Then， I was a teacher in abc， When I was a senior school student， I am interested in thought
and began to read a certain classic work of Marxism， especially I finished reading “the florilegium of Mao
ZeDong”。 From then on， I have dabbled in more and more theoretical works and accumulated great interests
in theory study， especially in Marxism.
I have a dream， a dream of my study. I wish devote my whole life and energy into the development of the
Marxism. If I have the opportunity to study in abc University， I‘ll dabble in as much as document about the
specialty as possible. If it is possible， I want to get the primary accomplishment in my major， at least， a stable
basis.
Personally， for today‘s China， the first task to the development of Marxism is a process of construction.
That’s to say， we should understand Marxism mostly from the aspect of construction and development of social
society. Only when our socialistic country has a more rapid and balance development than the capitalistic， we can
enhance the attractiveness and persuasion of Marxism eventually.
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Good morning, my dear teachers, my dear professors. I am very glad to be here for your interview. My name is
Song Yonghao, I am 22 years old. I come from Luoyang, a very beautiful ancient city. my undergraduate period will
be accomplished in Chang'an university in July, 2004; and now, I am trying my best for obtaining a key to Tongji
University.
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Good morning. I am glad to be here for this interview. First let me introduce myself. My name is ***, 24. I come
from ******, the capital of *******Province. I graduated from the ******* department of *****University in July, 2001.
In the past two years I have been preparing for the postgraduate examination while I have been teaching *****in
NO. ****middle School and I was a head-teacher of a class in junior grade two. Now all my hard work has got a
result since I have a chance to be interviewed by you.
I am open-minded, quick in thought and very fond of history. In my spare time, I have broad interests like
many other youngers.I like reading books, especially those about *******. Frequently I exchange with other people
by making comments in the forum on line. In addition, during my college years, I was once a Net-bar technician.
So, I have a comparative good command of network application. I am able to operate the computer well. I am
skillful in searching for information on Internet. I am a football fan for years. Italian team is my favorite. Anyway, I
feel great pity for our country's team.
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Good morning, my respected professors! It is my honor to be here for your interview. First, let me introduce
myself to your. I am * *, 23, born in Guilin, I am a senior student in the Computer College of Henan Normal
University. Now, I am doing my best to obtaining a chance to attend Sichuan University.
In the past 4 years, most my time has been spent on study or campus activities. I had passed the CET-6 and
Software Designer Examination. Our software project got the supported of the College Student Development
Foundation. Furthermore, the experience of being monitor in my class and vice director in the Students’ Union
helped me know the importance of cooperation and communication.
As to my characters, I don’t want to use any beautiful word to praise myself. Just like my father, I strive to be
an honest, upright and modest man. In my spare time, I like swimming, table tennis and Chinese chess. Also
English songs and movies are my favorite.
Forrest Gump had said,‘Life is like a box of chocolates, you never know what you are going to get’. However,
I always believe we should cherish our time, and sense any change for self-development, and we will have good
prospect.
Diligence is the mother of success, Efficiency is the only way.
That is all for my self-introduction, thank you!
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